- How an article gets published by AUP

1. **Author emails submission to AUP**

   - Received by admin assistant
   - Formats for editorial review
   - Redacts author’s name
   - Runs a Grammarly check

2. **Editorial board review**

   - (4-5 editors read and assess independently)
   - Accepted OR Accepted, contingent on revisions

3. **Rejected / Rewrite**

4. **Author accepts edits**

5. **Editor 2 reviews**

6. **Primary editor assigned, begins working directly with author**

7. **Editor 3 reviews**

8. **Author approves galley of article**

9. **Design/Layout**

10. **Final QA/QC Blue lines**

11. **Published**

12. **Article & Journal Production**

13. **Editing**